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Abstract

Background and purpose: Residents across the world spend several hours every week teaching medical students and junior residents. Workshops developed with the aim of improving resident teaching skills are becoming increasingly common in the various fields of medicine. The objectives of this study were to evaluate the effect of a resident-as-teacher educational intervention on the resident’s knowledge of medical education.

Methods: The study was performed in SUMS, Iran, in 2010-2011 on all the junior residents from the different fields, including 104 men and 66 women. For data collection, a questionnaire (pre-test, post-test) was used with 40 questions on medical education. The data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, tables and t test employing the SPSS software.

Results: In total, 120 participants completed the questionnaires. According to the pre-test and post-test results, residents received extremely low scores in different subjects before the course implementation, whereas after it was implemented their scores had significantly increased fairly well. The comparison between the participants, average scores before and after the program indicates that the "resident-as-a-teacher, researcher and role model" course has been meaningful and significantly effective in improving their knowledge in this area.

Conclusions: A few residency programs had instituted the resident teacher training curricula. A resident teacher training workshop was perceived as beneficial by the residents, and they reported improvement in their teaching skills.
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Introduction

Many studies have demonstrated that residents play an important role in the undergraduates’ clinical education and medical students’ evaluation (1-3). Students reported that they had gained most of their clinical learning through interacting with the residents (4). Residents actually played a significant part in molding the students' attitude towards their profession (5). In Scott Wright’s studies, students have indicated that the residents conduct more teaching at the bedside compared with the attending physicians. They also maintained that the residents generally spend up to one-quarter of their work hours in teaching, evaluating and supervising the medical students and other residents (6, 7). However, their training was insufficient to handle such responsibilities. In fact, despite their significant teaching responsibilities, many residents received no formal education on how to teach effectively (8). Teaching skills are, in fact, important for residents for two reasons. First, they are responsible for teaching the medical students. The second reason that residents need to acquire teaching skills is that teaching itself is
the best way to learn. Teaching is considered an essential competency for residents which should be programmed, improved and evaluated (4). Recently, there has been some evidence showing that residency curricula are moving towards helping the residents improve their teaching skills in different disciplines (9-11). A survey in 2001 showed that 55% of the residency training programs in the United States recommended offering teaching skills to their residents (7). Residents also felt that they would be better teachers if they received some form of training in teaching skills (12).

Consequently, training the residents to teach and become efficient role models is an essential issue. A program named "Resident Training Development Program" (RTDP) was implemented in Mount Sinai Hospital and its affiliated centers to provide primary teaching skills for the residents in all specialties. The objective of the program was to improve the quality of clinical education in the hospital and its affiliated centers. To implement the program, the residents were assigned to train medical students and first-year residents and try to improve the teaching skills of these new residents. The program was conducted in the medical schools due to the availability of more facilities and also the wider participations of the residents. In reality, this teaching guideline was developed to help the residents to act as teaching assistants (13).

Family physicians in AAFP have presented some general guidelines to teach residents how to search and investigate. These guidelines include valuable information concerning medical skills and searching which have been published for family physicians and other specialized fields. It is divided into several sections dealing with manners, knowledge and advanced skills. Most of the subjects relating to research are subdivisions of the advanced skills. These subjects include designing a questionnaire, designing a study, data collection and analysis, discussing findings, writing a research article and making a presentation (14).

Morrison et al. designed an educational program entitled "resident as a thirteen-hour teacher" and randomly chose a number of residents in order to implement the program. The results of the course evaluation, done by the medical students indicated progress in effective teaching (11). The results also revealed that the residents who had participated in the thirteen-hour training course showed great enthusiasm for teaching. They mostly used the learner-centered approach, expressed their deepest sympathy for the ones who had not passed this course and tended to continue teaching in the future (15).

In spite of the residents’ crucial role in improving the teaching quality, there is some evidence showing that in the Tehran Universities, the students do not receive sufficient information regarding teaching and learning methods, evaluation or curriculum planning. At none of their educational levels, are any teaching skills transmitted from the teachers to the students based on a focused teaching program and it is taken for granted that the residents will acquire such skills implicitly (16).

Based on a study in the Tehran University of Medical Sciences, it has been recommended that greater attention should be paid towards implementing an educational program for the residents from different clinical departments in medical schools during the residency tenure. In other words, it is better to design a training course on teaching skills for the residents at the beginning of their residency, based on needs assessment (17). Considering the importance of the residents’ roles in the teaching and learning processes and the promotion of instructional quality, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences has designed and implemented the "Resident as a Teacher" training program.

**Methods**

The study was conducted in Shiraz University of Medical Sciences. In the preliminary phase, or Teaching skills development, we
designed and delivered a six-day long workshop on teaching skills, clinical reasoning and evidence-based education for 170 residents in four groups. The course was conducted at Shiraz University of Medical Sciences and was cosponsored by the Vice Chancellor for Education and Medical Schools, in 2010. The participants’ objectives to attend the workshop included: 1) to discuss the effective lecturing and, small-group and large-group teaching, 2) to learn about new methods of student assessment, and 3) to reflect more on the professional duties with the approval of the Vice Chancellor for Education. The training course with a multidisciplinary approach was implemented for the four different groups. The educational programs were presented in different formats. But the most commonly used formats were the mini lectures and workshops (7, 18).

In the "Resident as a Teacher" course presented as workshops, the participants were divided into four groups, each consisting of 40 participants. As no evaluation has been done for the effectiveness of the program, the purpose of the present survey which is both descriptive and cross-sectional is to assess the effectiveness of the program and provide feedback to the designers and program executives.

For evaluating the program’s effectiveness, an MCQ test with 40 items, each having 0.5 points, was designed to assess the residents’ knowledge. The test was distributed among the participants in a pre-test and post-test at the beginning and end of the course. According to expert opinions, the study outcomes were grouped under four broad categories: scores from 17 to 20 were considered "very good", scores from 14 to 16 "good", and scores from 10 to 13 "fairly good" and scores below 12 "unacceptable". This means that score "12" was considered as the cut off score for this exam. Differences in the means were tested using the paired T-test. Confidence intervals (CIs) were set at 95%. Differences in the categorical variables were tested using the chi-square analysis. Statistical significance was set at p≤0.05. The data were analyzed using the SPSS version 17.

**Results**

A total of 170 residents attended the study. The distribution of the residents was equal in all the four workshops. The residents who participated in the workshops included 11 instructional designing 27 questions p<0.01 2.6±3.8 2.6±12.2
clinical education 8 questions p<0.01 4.09±3.8 3.6±12.2
research 5 questions p<0.01 4.6±6.6 4.2±15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean (max=20) &amp; Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Level of Significance</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>instructional designing</td>
<td>2.6±3.8</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>2.6±12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinical education</td>
<td>4.09±3.8</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>3.6±12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research</td>
<td>4.6±6.6</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>4.2±15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total score</td>
<td>2.9±3.8</td>
<td>p&lt;0.01</td>
<td>2.3±12.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| subject          | Desirability |          |          |          |
|                 | very good    | Good     | fairly good | Unacceptable |
|                 | n=120        | percent  | n=120     | percent  | n=120   | Percent |
| n=120           | 0            | 0        | 0         | 2        | 1.7     | 118     | 98.3    |
| Pre-test        | 0            | 0        | 0         | 2        | 1.7     | 118     | 98.3    |
| Post-test       | 4            | 3.3      | 14        | 11.7     | 66.7    | 22      | 18.3    |
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Table 3. Frequency and percentage of the residents’ scores in the different subjects, before and after the course, (very good, good, fairly good, and unacceptable)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>topical subjects</th>
<th>test</th>
<th>very good</th>
<th>n=120</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>very good</th>
<th>n=120</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>good</th>
<th>n=120</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>fairly good</th>
<th>n=120</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>unacceptable</th>
<th>n=120</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional designing</td>
<td>pre-test</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>post-test</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research</td>
<td>pre-test</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>post-test</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clinical education</td>
<td>pre-test</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>post-test</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from Pediatrics, 10 from Internal Medicine, 9 from Obstetrics & Gynecology, 4 from Rehabilitation, 4 from Dermatology, 9 from Surgery, 4 from Urology, 13 from Anesthesia, 8 from Radiology, 6 from Ophthalmology, 4 from ENT, 6 from Psychiatry, 2 from Neurology, 7 from Orthopedics, 5 from Neurosurgery, 9 from Cardiovascular, 6 from Pathology and 3 from Community Medicine. Among these residents, 66 (38.8%) were women and 104 were men (61.1%).

The table above shows that after completion of the course, the residents’ scores significantly increased compared with their scores before the period. The results showed that the achievement in this educational program had mostly been very good. The frequency and percentage of very good, good, fairly good and unacceptable scores in the pre-test and post-test and also the scores on the different subjects (instructional designing including planning a curriculum, teaching methods, evaluation, medical ethics, research methods, and clinical education) are presented in table 2 and 3. The results show that the scores increased after the completion of the course compared with the ones before the program.

A review of the total scores and the scores on the different subjects shows that scores below 10 are considered unacceptable. According to table 4, the scores were below the expectancy level before the course while they remarkably increased after completion of the course.

Discussion

The residents obtained extremely low scores in the different subjects before the course implementation, while their scores significantly increased after program completion.

The comparison between the participants’ average scores before and after the program reveals that the "Resident as a Teacher, Researcher and Role Model" course has been significant and effective in improving their knowledge in this area. Other studies also concluded that the educational programs for the residents were very effective (20, 21).

Frequency and percentage of the very good, good, fairly good and unacceptable scores in the pre-test and post-test and also the scores on the different subjects (instructional designing, research methods and clinical education) show that the scores increased after course completion compared with that before the course, and according to the standard or cut off score (scores above 12 are considered "very good" and the scores below 10 are “unacceptable”). As we had observed that the scores’ desirability and the scores on different subjects were extremely low before the program, after completion more than 80 percent of the scores were very good. As the studies indicate the residents require teaching skills, with an emphasis on their professional specialties. Generally, a competent teacher helps the students learn by themselves. In an evidence-based case study (22), Morrison had offered some special programs for improving the residents’ educational skills. Resident-as-
Teacher courses are now quite common in the Western Medical Schools. However, they are rarely found in the Asian and developing countries (23).

Considering the residents’ scores which increased significantly after the course completion, it can be concluded that the course was effective in helping the residents acquire more knowledge in this relation. A survey, a codified program, by Mann et al., in Dalhousie University, Canada implemented the 12 fundamental steps of "Resident-as-a-Teacher" course and found that the course had a great effect on the residents (24). Another study showed that the knowledge gained by the pediatric residents on CPR after a PALS (Pediatric Advanced Cardiac Life Support) course significantly increased (25).

Several studies have indicated that medical schools should design a few codified programs for teaching and improving the residents’ teaching skills (24, 21). Researches have demonstrated that teaching improves the residents’ own knowledge to a great extent (26, 27). In the survey conducted by Ostapchuk on a three-year educational program designed for the residents of Louisville University in America, considering the opinions of the lower level students and the survey results, he concluded that courses on "learning and teaching skills" have significantly influenced the residents’ skills and the quality of the clinical education (28). Program directors also suggested that the residents become active contributors to the teaching in most programs. They argued that the residents would benefit from structured training so that they can also enhance their own teaching skills (29).

Generally, workshops either own or provide sufficient quality equipment which every participant can access. Furthermore, workshops permit the students to use the equipment in different projects and thus the students become familiar with the equipment in a work environment.

Workshops with the objective of improving the residents’ teaching skills are becoming increasingly common in various fields of medicine (29). In a training program for internal medicine residents, the participants defined the various roles of the clinician-educators and described the goals, training opportunities, assessment and resource requirements for such programs through open discussion and small group work and concluded that such programs were essential for the residents (30).

Regarding the results of this survey, it can be concluded that the "Resident as a Teacher, Researcher and Role Model" course has greatly influenced the residents’ future performance. Consequently, medical schools should value such training courses and not consider them as additional expenses, but as a part of organizational responsibilities.

This survey investigated only the participants’ knowledge before and after a training course. However, in future studies, it is necessary to consider the opinions of the attending physicians, residents and junior students regarding the course quality and its effectiveness on the residents’ skills compared with the skills of those who did not pass the course. One of the limitations of this study is that it was held in one university, which might limit its generalization to different settings.

Conclusions

Residents have a crucial and important role to play as teachers. This is the first residency program that has incorporated a teaching skills training curriculum for residents in Iran. This course definitely improved the residents’ teaching skills. Further studies are, of course, warranted to evaluate the components of the workshop that are the most beneficial to the residents and to those they teach.
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